
Paragraph A Week                             Due Friday 

Each week you are asked to complete a writing assignment.  You are expected to write at 

least 7 sentences pertaining to the topic. (You may write more to get a better grade.) 

Please give your paragraph a title.  Put your heading in the upper right hand corner. 

Remember to:  

 use complete sentences,  

 correct capitalization,  

 correct punctuation,  

 topic and concluding sentences, 

 sentences with supporting detail, 

 and accurate spelling. 

 

Topic: Describing Your Pollinator Garden 
For a Paragraph A Week this week, you need to write a description of your pollinator garden. 
Pretend that you are describing it to someone who has never seen a pollinator garden like 
yours. Include plenty of figurative language including at least one simile in your description. 
Work on using just the right word – no “dull” words, like “nice” or “pretty” or “little”. Include this 
unit’s vocabulary words in your paragraph. 
Write a sloppy copy. Revise and edit carefully prior to writing your final copy. Remember to give 
your paragraph(s?) a title. Turn in all copies – rough draft to final copy - of this 
assignment. 
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